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This letter presents a microstrip differential-mode (DM) bandpass filter (BPF) with high and wide stopband suppression under
both DM and common-mode (CM) operations. A new coupling topology is formed up to realize the DM BPF by integrating a pair
of 𝜆/2 microstrip transmission lines and two multimode resonators. The DM and CM equivalent half-circuits are established to
explain the operating principal. For validation, a DM BPF operating at 2.2 GHz is implemented. Experimental results indicate that
the presented DM BPF exhibits not only sharp DM passband selectivity but also deep and ultrawide stopband suppression of more
than 30 dB for both DM and CM.

1. Introduction

Recently, the great development of modern wireless com-
munication system has put forward higher requirements on
RF devices with high performance and miniaturized size. To
meet these requirements, one effective approach is to design
multifunction embedded component by integrating multiple
functions into one component. Since differential-mode cir-
cuits play an important role in the modern communication
system as they can reduce the environmental noise as well as
crosstalk in the system and bandpass filters (BPFs) can realize
the passband frequency selective response, differential-mode
bandpass filter as one typical integrated component has
been proposed accordingly. It can provide both functions of
differential-mode (DM) passband selectivity and common-
mode (CM) rejection has been receiving increased attention.
Over the past few years, much effort has been made in the
exploration of various DM BPFs [1–9].

In [1], a DM BPF is proposed by adopting lumped-
element loaded half-wavelength resonators. In the design, the
common-mode suppression can be tuned independently of
the differential-mode response in the differential-mode filter
via making full use of a center-loaded half-wavelength res-
onator. Although theDMBPF exhibits sharp frequency selec-
tivity and high CM suppression, the involved design configu-
ration and procedure are very complicated. Besides, another

DM BPF based on short-ended self-coupled ring resonator is
presented in [2]. By periodically and symmetrically arranging
short-ended SCRRs between the microstrip differential lines,
the common-mode suppression can be realized at desired
frequency easily with wideband differential-mode passband.
But its circuit usually suffers from bulky size. In addition,
by utilizing inherent common-mode rejection property of
slotline, a compactDMBPF is developed in [3]. In this design,
by properly placing the slotline resonator, the coupling
between the slotline mode and the differential-mode signals
can be maximized, while that between the slotline mode
and the common-mode signals can be minimized. However,
the employed slotline itself often results in a high insertion
loss due to its high radiation loss. Moreover, based on the
mode degeneration properties of the square patch resonator,
a dual-mode differential mode has also been presented by
adopting appropriate coupling structure among four isosceles
right triangular patch resonators in [4]. But CM rejection
level needs to be improved. On the other hand, stemming
from the differential-mode coupled-line prototype, DMBPFs
[5, 6] are proposed with improved performance by utiliz-
ing balanced coupled-line structure to realize the passband
response in differential-mode operation and meanwhile give
nice stopband in common-mode operation. Nevertheless,
these designs are still difficult to achieve high and wide
stopband rejection for DM and CM simultaneously. Apart
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed differential-mode BPF.

from these above reported works, other differential-mode
bandpass filters based on coplanar waveguide resonator, sub-
strate integrated waveguide resonator, or dielectric resonator
are also reported in [7–9].

In this letter, a microstrip differential-mode BPF is pre-
sented with new coupling topology by properly arranging
multimode resonators between input/output transmission
lines. High selective passband and wide stopband for DM
and a wide and deep stopband for CM are realized at the
same time in the design. For demonstration, a prototype
differential-mode BPF is implemented. Both simulated and
measured results are in good agreement, which validates the
design concept.

2. Proposed Differential-Mode BPF Design

Figure 1 depicts the layout of the designed DM BPF, which
only consists of a pair of 𝜆/2 microstrip transmission
input/output lines and two triple-mode resonators.The entire
structure is symmetrical with respect to the vertical central
plane T-T�耠. Under DM operation, the central plane T-T�耠
behaves as a perfect electrical wall. On this occasion, parallel
coupled line prototype with two different terminations of one
open-ended circuit and one short-ended circuit will be
formed up between the input/output lines and the arms of
the resonators. It will provide a bandpass response.Therefore,
the DM equivalent circuit of its half symmetrical bisec-
tions can be simply treated as a triple-mode bandpass filter
with a pair of bandpass coupled feeding lines. Meanwhile,
for common-mode operation, the central plane becomes a
perfect magnetic wall. With this case, parallel coupled line
prototype with two same short-ended terminations will be
generated between the input/output lines and the arms of the
resonators, which will exhibit an all stopband response. Cor-
respondingly, the CM equivalent-half-circuit can be directly
deemed as all-stopband circuit, since the feeding lines exhibit
all-stop characteristic [10].

In order to illustrate the resonant properties of the
employed resonator, Figure 2 describes the corresponding
even-mode and odd-mode equivalent circuits of its half sym-
metrical bisections by utilizing the even-mode/odd-mode
method in [11]. Therefore, assuming that the even-mode
input admittance and odd-mode input admittance 𝑌in,even

and 𝑌in,odd, respectively, are equal to zero, the resonant
condition equations can be derived as

cot 𝜃3 − tan 𝜃2 =
2

𝐾
tan 𝜃1 (1a)

𝜃1 =
𝜋

2
, (1b)

where 𝐾 = 𝑌2/𝑌1 is the admittance ratio of the resonator.
In addition, one inherent TZ can be foundwhen 𝜃2 = 𝜋/2

under 𝑌in,odd = 𝑌in,even. Based on the above analysis, the first
three even-mode and odd-mode resonant frequencies can
be deduced as 𝑓even1, 𝑓odd, and 𝑓even2, respectively. Figure 3
shows the design chart of the employed triple-mode res-
onators with 𝐾 = 1.6. We can figure out that 𝑓even1/𝑓odd and
𝑓even2/𝑓odd are mainly, respectively, determined by 𝜃3 and 𝜃2,
while 𝑓odd is only determined by 𝜃1. More specially, it can be
observed that 𝑓even1/𝑓odd almost remains unchanged versus
𝜃2 but decreases as 𝜃3 increases.

Furthermore, 𝑓even2/𝑓odd significantly decreases as 𝜃2
decreases, while it causes a small reduction when 𝜃3 rises up.
Figure 4 describes the impedance ratio of 𝑌1/𝑌2 influence on
resonant frequencies and frequency bandwidth. It can be seen
that when 𝑌1/𝑌2 increases, 𝑓even1 and 𝑓odd fall down, while
the bandwidth between𝑓even1 and𝑓even2 increases.Therefore,
the impedance ratio of 𝑌1/𝑌2 can be utilized to increase
the design freedom. These above demonstrated properties
are meaningful for one to realize a differential-mode BPF
with desired DM passband bandwidth and high selectivity.
Figure 5 gives the corresponding coupling scheme of the DM
BPF under differential-mode operation, where nodes 1, 2, and
3 denote the even and oddmodes of the resonatorwhich form
up the triple-mode DM filtering response, respectively. Due
to the symmetry of the DM equivalent circuit, the coupling
coefficients in Figure 5 satisfy the relationship of𝑀�푆,1/2/3 =
𝑀�퐿,1/2/3.

Herein, a prototype differential-mode BPF with the cen-
tral frequency of 𝑓0 = 2.2GHz and desired 3 dB bandwidth of
240MHz is designed for an instance.The design procedure is
listed in the following steps. At the beginning, according to
the above (1a)-(1b), calculate the parameters (𝐿2 = 20.4mm,
𝐿3 = 18.0mm, and 𝐿4 = 0.8mm) of the resonator with the
derived frequencies 𝑓even1 = 2.11 GHz, 𝑓odd = 2.24GHz, and
𝑓even2 = 2.33GHz from a targeted coupling matrix [12]. Sec-
ondly, based on the required external 𝑄-factors to even and
odd modes (𝑄exe1 = 37.0, 𝑄exe2 = 66.3, and 𝑄exo = 23.8) from
the matrix, determine the values of the width (𝑊1 = 2.3mm)
and gap (𝑔 = 0.2mm) through extracting the two group
delays, that is, 𝜏�푆11(𝑓even) and 𝜏�푆11(𝑓odd). In the end, the
designed differential-mode circuit is initially built and fine
tuning is performed to obtain optimal performance.

3. Experimental Results

To validate the design concept, the differential-mode filter
has been designed and fabricated on the substrate with a
relative dielectric constant of 3.55, thickness of 0.508mm, and
loss tangent of 0.0027. The final layout parameters are 𝐿1 =
35.6mm, 𝐿2 = 19.5mm, 𝐿3 = 17.1mm, 𝐿4 = 0.8mm, 𝐿5 =
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuits of employed multimode resonator. (a) Entire structure. (b) Even-mode bisection. (c) Odd-mode bisection.
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Figure 3: Design chart of the triple mode resonator.
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Figure 4: Resonant frequencies and bandwidth versus 𝑌1/𝑌2.

4.2mm, 𝐿6 = 1.3mm, 𝐿�푝1 = 7.9mm, 𝐿�푝2 = 6.0mm, 𝑊1 =
2.3mm,𝑊2 = 1.6mm,𝑊3 = 0.7mm,𝑊�푝 = 1.17mm, and 𝑔 =
0.2mm.The photograph of the fabricated circuit is displayed
in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the simulated and measured
results. Simulation is accomplished by the commercial full-
wave simulator ANSOFT HFSS, while the measurement is
carried out in the Agilent N5244A four-port vector network
analyzer. As shown in the figure, under DM operation, the
measured DM central frequency is 2.2 GHz with the 3 dB
Bandwidth of 230MHz. Three transmission poles inside the

1, 3: even mode

2: odd mode

1

S L
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3
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Figure 5: Equivalent-half-coupling scheme of the proposed DM
BPF under differential-mode operation.

Figure 6: The photograph of the fabricated DM BPF.

passband can be clearly observed. Meanwhile, one transmis-
sion zero can also be obviously found as expected.Within this
DM operating band, the measured minimum insertion loss
(IL) is 0.8 dB, while the return loss (RL) is better than 15.8 dB.
Besides, the proposed differential-mode BPF exhibits sharp
frequency selectivity and good harmonic suppression with
more than 30 dB suppression level up to 2.7𝑓0. On the other
hand, for CM excitation, the differential-mode filter shows an
ultrawide stopbandwith the rejection higher than 30 dB from
DC to 2.8𝑓0.

Table 1 compares the performances of the proposed DM
BPFwith other publishedworks in terms of the specifications,
that is, roll-off, differential-mode stopband, and common-
mode suppression. It indicates that our differential-mode fil-
ter exhibits not only sharp DM passband selectivity and wide
upper stopband but also good ultrawide CM stopband rejec-
tion against others.
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Table 1: Comparisons with previous works.

Refs. Sharp
roll-off

DM
suppression
>30 dB

CM
rejection
>30 dB

CM
rejection
(0 to 2.5𝑓0)

[4] Yes None None None
[5] Yes Up to 2.0𝑓0 Up to 1.9𝑓0 >26 dB
[6] No None Up to 2.7𝑓0 >30 dB
[7] Yes Up to 2.3𝑓0 Up to 1.3𝑓0 >10 dB
This work Yes Up to 2.7𝑓0 Up to 2.8𝑓0 >31.4 dB
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Figure 7: Measured and simulated results of the DM BPF.

4. Conclusion

In this letter, a compact differential-mode bandpass filter
(BPF) has been presented with an ingenious coupling topol-
ogy, achieving wide and deep stopband rejection for both dif-
ferential mode and common mode. The explicit design pro-
cedure has been described and a prototype example has been
manufactured. The experimental results agree well with sim-
ulated ones, validating the feasibility of the proposed design
concept for modern differential communication system.
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